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“Panoptic Story Scroll (unfinished cycloramic mind 
diagram)” by Justin Duerr will be on view to the public 
beginning October 5th 2012. Opening reception October 6th , 
2012 5:00-8:00pm in conjunction with Philadelphia Open 
Studios Tour hosted by Traction Company, 4100 Haverford 
Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa 19104 

This fall Traction Company opens its doors to the public as part of the citywide 
2012 Philadelphia Open Studios Tour organized by the Center for Emerging 
Visual Artists. The weekend-long event will be highlighted by the opening 
reception for the fall windows installation, “Panoptic Story Scroll (unfinished 
cycloramic mind diagram)” by Justin Duerr Saturday evening. The event begins 
at 10:00 am on Saturday, October 6th, when visitors are welcome to peruse the 
studio and speak with members of Traction Company about their artwork and 
process. The opening reception for Duerr’s windows installation begins at 
5:00pm Saturday including new original work by the artist. 
 
Duerr’s biography reads like the complex, fascinating scrolls he exhibits. As a 
child he studied ancient Egyptian mythology and art, oddities of pop-culture, 
religion, and anything odd he could find hiding in the woods or in the local 
library. After dropping out of High School in the early 1990’s, Justin moved to 
Philadelphia, PA. He spent several years living in various “squats” while 
continuing to refine his creative vision, and also recording music and sound with 
hand held tape recorders. He began working on this body of scrolls in 1995, 
when, he writes “…an intense vision revealed, all at once, a vast sweeping story-
line upon which a lifetime of artistic labor could be hung. This loosely defined 
story would also serve as a way of illuminating and amplifying an invisible inner-
voice that seemed to be able to modify the world for the betterment of all beings.”  
 
Since the inception of this oeuvre, Duerr has spent a year working on fishing 
boats in the Bearing Sea, founded (together with a friend) the Church of Divine 
Energy (an independent religion dedicated to self-awareness through creative 
expression), and starred in “Resurrect Dead: The Mystery of the Toynbee Tiles”, 
winner of Best Director for a Documentary at the Sundance Film Festival. Duerr 
recalls his grueling time at sea, working 16 hours a day for three months at a 
time, which, he states,  “…served to deepen the vistas of inner-vision, and seemed 
to open avenues of communication with disincarnate entities of an undefined 
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nature.” Returning to Philadelphia he began piecing together these visions. In 
following years his work has been part of several group and solo exhibitions with 
the Coalition Ingenu Self-Taught Artists’ Collective, which has represented him 
since 2008. He has worked on several independent art and music projects and 
currently is a member of six Philly-based music ensembles. He continues to 
investigate several “art mysteries” and pursues visual art at a fevered pitch. 
 
During this year’s installment of POST, Traction Company presents Justin’s ever-
unfolding opus to date as one piece, for one weekend only. Presented together for 
the first time, the large scrolls come together to take on the shape of a 55 foot-
long mural within the historic trolley building. Justin’s scrolls, individual sheets 
of paper that are predominantly black and white ink drawings, flow like the 
unbroken line of his subconscious. They vary in length, while maintaining a 
constant width, as if each segment were a tangent from a meandering story. 
Describing the project before the installation, Duerr commented on the 
sequential nature of the project; a cyclical exploration of his life. He would 
continue to work the series until his death, at which point, his last panel would 
complete the series by connecting with the first…provided he was granted the 
time to contemplate his own death, of course. 
 
Selections from this series dating back from 2000 until present day are copied 
and wheat-pasted on the exterior boarded up windows of the West Philly 
collaborative studios for public view through January. The outdoor exhibition 
reads like windows in to a genius’ mind. In-communicably perplexed, yet 
fantastical imagery and an Escher-esque deception of space add to the enigmatic 
storyteller’s world. Observing the artworks, it is as if Duerr is providing his own 
art mystery to be solved. Spiraling vertices and mesmerizing patterns invite you 
closer as if to reveal some secret, only drawing you into the next panel in your 
own perplexing pursuit to solve the continuous scrolls.  
 
Justin Duerr’s “Panoptic Story Scroll (unfinished cycloramic mind diagram)” 
goes on view to the public October 6th, 2012. Please join the artists of Traction 
Company as they welcome Justin Duerr and his artwork for the opening 
reception Saturday, October 6th from 5:00 – 8:00 pm at 4100 Haverford Avenue 
in West Philadelphia. Traction Company is a community partner of the 2012 
Philadelphia Open Studios Tour and will be open to the public Saturday, October 
6th and Sunday, October 7th from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm. Traction Company artists 
participating in the event are; Connie Ambridge, Jeff Dentz, Billy Dufala, Pavel 
Efremoff, Sedakial Gebremedhin, John Greig Jr., Miguel Antonio Horn, Zachary 
Kainz, and Joshua Koffman. Victory Brewing Company is proud to sponsor the 
event with a selection of their specialty craft beer, Dj Juanderful will be setting 
the mood with tropical sounds, and the Tacos Don Memo food truck will be 
selling their authentic menu of Mexico City street tacos. This ongoing series is 
made possible by the generous support of the People’s Emergency Center and 
NextFab Studio. 


